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SUMMARY 
The Communication presents the status of the Commission's. Demonstration Programme 
on  Integrated Coastal Zorie  Management,  as  r~quested by  the  Council  in  response to 
COM(95) 511. 
/ 
The initial phase of this programme has now been completed: 35  active demonstration 
projects have been launched, as well as 6 thematic analyses on the topics believed to be 
the keys to successful integrated coastal zones management. The management structures 
have also been put in place and coordination between the various projects started. 
Over the next year, the Programme will assemble the conclusions from  t~ese activities to 
form  the basis for a broad debate on  the actions required at the local, regional, national 
and Community levels. The recommendations resultin·g from the debate will be presented 
as a Communication from  the Commission to the Council and Eu·ropean  Parliament by 
the  end  of 1999.  The  first  visits .to  the  projects  by  the  Commission  as  well  as  the 
coordination meetings already. held have provided initial impressions . 
This interim report presents : 
•  the initial phase of  the demonstration programme; 
•  the preliminary observations about the projects; · 
•  · the working programme for 1998 and 1999. CONTENTS 
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3. In COM (95) 511, the Commission announced the launching of a demonstration programme on 
the integrated management of coastal zones. In view of the importance of these zones and the 
difficulties inherent in  their sustainable management, the Commission's communication was 
well  received by  both the  European Parliament and the Council, as well as  by  the Economi.c 
and Social Committee and by the Council of  the Regions.  In the Conclusions of its meeting of 
· 18  December,  1995, the Council called for the prompt implementation of the demonstration 
programme. It also invited the Commission to  inform it of the progress of the programme 18 
months after its launching .. 
This report is intended to describe the progress of the Demonstration Programme in Integrated 
Coastal Zone Management (ICZM),  over the  last  18  months as  requested,  namely from  its 
commencement in  mid-1996 to  the  present.  It  reviews the  activities  undertaken during this 
preliminary  initiation  phase,  presents some  preliminary obser-Vations  on the  progress of the 
programme to date, and outlines the work to  be achieved during the operational phase of the 
programme resulting in preparation of  a final report by the end of 1999. 
A.  AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAMME 
In Communication COM (95) 511  a review ofthe problems facing the coastal zones, including 
demographic  pressures  was  presented;  the  reduction  of biodiversity,  pollution  of water 
resources  and  impoverishment of landscapes;  competition  for  space  and  resources;  and the 
complexity  of relationships  between  human  activities  and  the  coastal  environment.  The 
administrative and legal complexity of existing coastal zone management structures was also 
identified. 
Communication COM(95)511  proposed that a demonstration programme could contribute to 
addressing. these problems in two ways : 
•  providing concrete technical  information about the  factors  and  mechanisms which either 
encourage or discourage sustainable management of  coastal zones. By judicious selection of · 
the projects to be included in the programme, these factors can be evaluated in a wide range 
of physical, cultural and socio-economic conditions. 
o  stimulating a broad debate and exchange of information among the various actors involved 
in  the  planning and  implementation of coastal  zone  management,  including those  at  the 
local,  regional,  national  and  Community  levels.  This  debate  should  include  both  a 
discussion of  the technical issues involved, and of  the relative responsibilities of the various 
parties. 
The added-value of this exercise lies in the combination of debate imd  concrete analysis that 
should lead to a consensus regarding the appropriate measures to  be taken at the Community 
4 · and other levels of competence in order to stimulate an integrated management of Community 
coastal zones leading to a sustainable management of  the coastal zones. 
B.  GENERAL METHODOLOGY 
The ICZM demonstration programme was conceived as  a joint activity between the relevant 
DGs, in particular DG XI  (Environment), DG XIV (Fisheries) and DG XVI (Regional Policy 
· and Cohesion), with the support of DG XII (Research),  JRC (Joint Research Centre) and the  . 
European Environment Agency (EEA): This collaborative arrangement ensures that the .issues 
of coastal  zone  management  will  be  evaluated  from  a  truly  integrated  viewpoint.  The 
programme  will  also · benefit  from  wide ,  consultation  at  all  phases  with  experts  froin  the 
Member States. 
The  core  of the  programme  is  a set  of demonstration  projects  (see  section  III  B),  jointly 
financed  by the  Member States and existing Community instruments. Each of these projects 
involves  an  innovative  approach  to  addressing  one  or  more  problem  in  coastal  zone 
management.  In  general.,  the  projects  are  being  undertaken  by  local  actors,  but  with  the 
collaboration of regional  or national players. The projects will  all  follow a methodology of: 
description, analysis,.planning,and implementation, iterating the steps as necessary. The results 
and experiences of  these projeCts will serve to draw conclusions about the necessary conditions 
for realizing integrated coastal zone management. 
The projects will be particularly evaluated in cross-cutting 6 thematic studies (see section III 
B) to investigate the importance of the factors that are hypothesised to be critical to ensuring 
the sustaiiu~ble management of  coastal zones. These factors are: 
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;  .. : !The Six Key Factors Believed to Drive ICZM 
Scientific  support  from  the  Commission's  research  activities  af!d  from  the  European 
Environment Agency's Marine and Coastal Topic Centre, will complement the demonstration 
projects and the thematic analyses (see section III C). 
In  October or November of 1998,  at an  INTERREG conference in  Goteborg,  a widespread 
debate  and  discussion  will  be  launched  based  on  the  conclusions,  results  and  observations 
compiled  during  the  demonstration  programme  (including  from  the  demonstration  project, 
thematic analyses, research activities, and other sources). This debate is aimed at arriving at a 
consensus about the appropriate follow-up  to  the  programme, at the  Community  and  other 
administrative levels. 
COM (95) 511 ,envisaged the following timetable for the ICZM demonstration programme : 
Programme launch and projectselection  6 months 
Implementation Of the programme  2 years 
. Analysis of  the lessons learned and identification of  follow-up actions  6 months. 
6 I  HI PROGRAl\fME PRO(iRE'S~ I  .. 
The Demonstration Programme has now completed its first;  inception phase and  is  no'Y fully 
operational. The  implementation phase will  continue o_ver  the )lext 18  months, and  the  final 
report on the programme will be ready by the end of 1999. 
A.  PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT 
The  programme is  organized and operated based on  a philosophy of collaboration  and 
communication between  the many players involved,  including the project leaders  (mostly 
local actors), national experts, the Commission and the general public. 
Although  DG  XI  is  responsible for  the coordination, from  its  inception, the  programme has 
been managed foliowing a philosophy of cooperation and coordination among all participimts 
·in the programme, both within and external to the Commission. T9 ensure the participation of 
. external actors even in .the_ early stages of the programme, a Project Leader Group (PLG) and 
the. National  E'xpert  Group  (NEG)  were  established,  each  of which  has  already  held .  two 
meetings. 
National Expert Group (NEG) 
The NEG includes experts nominated by the 13 coastal Member States, two representatives .of 
the socio-economic partners, two coastal zone experts from regional and local administrations, 
and two experts from  NGOs. This group meets twice a year to provide technical advice and 
support to the management of the programme. The members of the NEG also form the direct 
link  between  the  programme  and  the  administrations  and  socio-economic  partners  in  the 
member  states;  as  such  they  pla'y  an  important  role  in  diffusing  information  about  the 
programme  to  all  parties  interested  in  the  evolution  of the.  coastal  zones  apd  providing 
feedback.  The  NEG will  play  an  important  role  in  the  final  phase  of the  programme,  in 
stimulating the broad debate on the preliminary conclusions of  the programme. 
PrOject Leader Group (PLG) 
The main function of the Project Leader Group (PLG) is to help the Commission to ensure a 
coherent  execution  of  the  programme.  Consisting  of  the  leaders  of  the  individual 
demonstration projects, this group is  composed mostly of techn'ical specialists from local and 
regional  administrations.  The PLG needs to  ensJ.Ire  that the content of each project is  well . 
known by  all of the participants and that (1) the specific contribution of each project to the 
overall. output and (2) the links between projects (and outputs), are  understood. The PLG is 
also  required  to  assist  ih  developing  a  common  understanding  of the  concepts  underlying 
. ICZM and to facilitate the overall co-ordination of_the programme operations. 
To this end, the project leaders are required to  attend meetings,  interact with the  specialists 
undert<;!king the Thematic Analyses (see-section III B) and facilitate visits to the projects by the 
Thematic experts and Commission staff. The project leaders are also called upon to participate 
in  the discussion and  interpretation of results,· of the. programme,  bearing in  mind  its  overall 
objectives. 
•7 Both the PLG and the NEG groups have management, guidance and advisory functions and are 
expected to  contribute to  the overall programme in  a pmactive way.  It should  be  noted  that 
between the two  groups, all  the different administrative levels of the responsibility are  well 
represented and working together. The ultimate debate on the future actions required to ensure 
sustainable  ICZM  in  Member States  will  be  focused  on  the  deliberations  of these  groups 
informed by "their collective experience as well as  by the outputs and conclusions drawn from 
the  demonstration  projects,  the  thematic  analysis,  external  sourcing  and  the  scientific 
contributions. 
Inter-Service Collaboration in the Programme Management Unit 
The Programme Management Unit is comprised of representatives from  the participating DGs 
(XI,  XVI,  XIV  and  XII)  and  the  Technical  Consultant who  is  assisting Db  XI;  it  has  been 
operational since  Septemb~r 1996. The functions of the Programme Management Unit are to 
implement  the  Demonstration  Programme  and  in  doing  so  to  coordinate  the  various 
·components, orchestrating the debate which will yield the basis for a Community Strategy for 
Integrated Managemen.t in Coastal Zones. 
In  addition  to  regular  communication  between,  and  the  full  participation  of the  DGs 
comprising  the  Programme  Management  Unit,  a  discussion  of the  status  of the  ICZM 
demonstration programme is normally on the agenda of the DG XVI-coordinated Inter-Service 
Group on Spatial Planning, in which numerous other DGs participate. 
B.  PROJECTS  . 
~  SELECTION AN.D TECHNICAL MONITORiNG OF PROJEC'Jf'S 
lnform(JJtion and experiences from 35 pilot projects form the core of  the programme. 
The demonstration projects are a key component of  the program~pe; they are, in effect, its raw 
material. A central task of  the Commission's management and technical unit with respect to the 
demonstration  projects  is  to  extract  the  maximum  experience  and  lessons  from  the  past 
experience  of the  project  teams  and  from  their  experience  and  achievements  during  the 
execution of  the projects themselves. 
Due  to  the  variety  of instruments  used  to  finance  these  projects,  there  was  a  certain 
heterogeneity  in  the  selection process and  in  the  content of the  projects.  Nevertheless  the 
projects that have been included in  the programme were  all  selected according to two main 
criteria: 
~  Potential contribution of  the project towards evaluation of the 6 key factors believed 
to influence the success of  integrated coastal zone management. 
•  Representation of the full  range of physical, socio-economic and cultural conditions 
in the Community coastal zones. 
Originally  it . was  envisaged  that  the  programme  would  employ  only  some  12  or  15 
demonstration projects as its base. The increase in number of projects (35) was due largely to 
the  need  to  ensure  that  the  selected  projects  really  covered  the  full  range  of issues  and 
8 conditions  needed  to  evaluate  ICZM  in  Member  States.  As  a  result,  overall  the  selected 
projects now give a good geographical, administrative and topical spread. (Annex· II contains a 
map of the distribution of the projects). The  35  projects listed  in Annex I were incorporated 
into the demonstration programme. Of  these projects: 
•  14 are being co-funding under the LIFE 
1 i 996 and 1997 financial instrument, 
o  18 are supported with contributions from the TERRA 
2 programme, 
•  2 are funded under the PHARE
3 programme (with additional finance from the ·World 
Bank), and 
•  1 project is being financed by the government ofNorway. 
A full description of  these projects and their specific objectives is contained in the information · 
brochure recently published by the Commission.  ·  ' 
+TIMING 
it was anticipated that the programme launch and project selection should be completed by the 
end of 1996. Due  to the larger number of projects than initially foreseen and to delays in the 
selection and financing procedures involved, this step took somewhat longer than anticipated. 
All  of the  projects  have. now,  however,  been  launched  and  many  are  beginning  to  show 
preliminary results. 
The .LIFE 1·996 projects, the Norwegian project, and the PHARE projects were launched in late 
1996, and the LIFE J  997 projects a year later. The TERRA projects have only recently started 
(  . 
officially,  however in  many  cases,  some ofthe preparatory coordination and  administrative 
work had already been  undertaken allowing them to  move quickly  into  the  implementation· 
phase.  .. 
Most projects will thus have completed the descriptive phase of  their work by the end 1997. 
+ COORDINATION· 
The projects are being encouraged to follow similar st~ps in providing a description of the site 
and of  the measures being implemented, as well as an analysis of:· 
•  the origin of the current environmental problems; 
•  . the environmental pressures on the site - based on indicators; 
•  the effect of  the environmental measures in force and planned; 
•  a ·strategic evaluation of  the· development measures.decided or planned;· 
1 LIFE is the Commission's principal financial instrument for the environment. 
2 TERRA is part of  the Community initiative actions ofthe structural funds. 
3  PHARE is a financial instrument designed to assist the Central European countries in the transition process.  Its 
prime focus will be on the preparation of  the applicant countries for accession .. 
9 •  effects of socio-economic development and on the natural environment; 
•  analysis of  the consistency between the measures taken or under consideration in the 
various sectors and at the various levels; 
,  •  evaluation of  the management options, including economic evaluations; 
•  syntheses of  information produced to permit concertation. 
While not all of  the projects are designed  specifically to address all six  themes, the projects 
are being encouraged to  orientate their work in these directions. In  all cases, the projects are 
advised to  make adjustments as  necessary  in  the  concertation process to  ensure that the  full 
range of  the relevant actors are involved. 
Coordination  and  exchange  of information  between  the  projects  is  being  assured  through 
regular visits of the projects by the Commission and  its consultant (by the end of December 
1997, two-thirds of the projects will  have been  visited  with  visits  to  the remaining projects 
scheduled for the first 6 weeks of 1998) and by meetings of the project leaders.  To date there 
have been two such meetings. The first meeting (Feb. 1997) enabled the leaders to  meet one 
other and develop a common understanding of the objectives and goals of the programme, as 
well as to exchange technical information. The second meeting (September 1997) focussed on· 
the implementation of  the thematic analyses.  · 
+ FINANCING OF THE PROJECTS 
The innovaiive character of  the financing of  this initiative, including various Community 
finan.cing sources, is combined with the co  financing of  projel;tS by actors in the Member 
States. 
Communication COM95(5'11) underlined that one of  the new aspects of  the Demonstration 
programme would be the approach used in order to set up the programme.  It stated "The 
concerted use of  various financing sources to support an objective common to several 
Community policies  ... ". 
Here, we can point to a first success.  The various sources of Community finance used to 
establish the Demonstration Programme include : 
•  Financing of LIFE projects : 
"'  r:  .,ncing of TERRA projects: 
o  Financing of PHARE projects: 
5.27 MECU  (DO XI) 
6.67 MECU  (DG XVI) 
1 MECU  (DG lA) 
It should be noted that the Community funding for the LIFE, TERRA and PHARE projects is 
_ in all cases only a partial financing of the projects, with the balance of the budget supplied by 
the Member States or local actors, indicating the widespread support for, and participation in, 
the  Programme.  The  present  efforts  of the  Commission  on  the  control  and  monitoring  of 
10 spending E.U. money in the framework of SEM 2000 procedures can only enhance the positive 
effects of  those projects. 
+  HORIZONTAL THEMATIC ANALYSIS 
In order to focus the evaluation of the pilot projects on the six themes that were hypothesized 
to  be  of primary  importance  in  successful  ICZM,  a  series  of study  contracts  have  been 
launched with the following titles : 
a.  Legal and Regulatory Bodies: Appropriateness to ICZM. 
b.  Participation in the ICZM Processes: Mechanisms and Procedures Needed. 
c.  The Role and Use of  Technology in Relation to ICZM. 
d.  Planning and Management Processes: Sectoral and Territorial Co-operation. 
e.  . Influence ofEU Policies on the Evolution of  Coastal Zones. 
f.  . The Nature of  the Information Required for ICZM 
The purpose of these thematic analysis  is  to  ensure optimal exploitation of the ·diversity of 
expertise already available  with  the  demonstration  projects.  The ·experts  selected or in  the 
process of being selected to conduct these studies have extensive background in their specific 
themes.  They therefor!;:  bring t.o  the ICZM demonstration programme a wealth of knowledge 
and experience.  ·  · 
From  this  background,  they  are  required. to  examine  the  most  illustrative  demonstration 
projects for_ each theme and draw conclusions about their specific themes: its actual importance 
in  the context of ICZM  in  the Community, and some guidelines regarding appropriate ICZM 
strategy -- an overview of what is  likely to best promote successful ICZM.  Their studies will 
include field yisits and discussion with the project teams of the most relevant demonstration 
projects.  The results of  their studies should provide recommendations about the proper balance 
between these thematic issues in designing proposals for further action at the Community level.. 
The thematic experts will  need to work· closely with the  project leaders, visiting those sites 
most  pertinent to  th~ specific  theme.  The  six  experts  will  also  need  to  coordinate  among 
themselves for  both practical  reasons and to  ensure that the  studies complement rather than 
overlap one another. 
The  selected  experts  have  started  their  work  in  late  1997,  including  holding  preliminary 
discussions with the project leaders.  It is expected that the final reports will be available at the 
end  of 1998.  The  drafts  of these  final  reports will  already  be  used  to  launch  the  general 
discussion of the results of the programme, beginning in November 1998. 
II C.  OTHER INPUTS IN THE PROGRAMME 
+  INTERREG IIC CONTRIBUTION 
The INTERREG IIC Community initiative programme managed by DG XVI, an instrument for 
transnational cooperation in  the field of regional planning is also making a contribution to the 
ICZM demonstration programme. One of the eligible measures for this programme is "actions 
to  improve the territorial  management of marine areas at the  periphery of the  Union, and to 
develop coastal areas, for the point of view both of economic development and environmental 
protection and improvement".  Some transnational operational programmes submitted under 
INTERREG  IIC  are  expected  to  include  this  measure.  In  others,  such  as the  Central  and 
Eastern Mediterranean actions, ICZM is an inherent key to the overall prop9sal.  · 
Due to their scale and breadth of  content, the INTERREG IIC actions are not being considered 
as ICZM demonstration projects per se.  However, as they evolve the relevant sub-actions are 
being considered in the context of the ICZM demonstration programme. The INTERREG IIC 
actions  are  also  providing a  context for  grouping  and  comparing the  ICZM  demonstration 
projects, and are expected to provide a forum  for discussion of  the conclusions of the ICZM 
demonstration programme, in its final phase. 
1  1 
+ SCIENTIFIC INPUTS  I 
The contribution of  the Scientific Community to the programme i.e. from current EU Scientific 
Institutions and Programmes and from external sources is considered an  important component 
of the  Demonstration·  Programme.  The  overall  aim  is  to  combine  in  one  programme  the 
interests  and  contributions  or several  Directorates  General  and  other  sources  of relevant 
information. 
The key elements of  the inputs from the various contributors include : 
The "European Environmental Agency - Topic Centre on Marine & Coastal Environment. 
The Topic Centre will develop several activities closely related to the programme_ such as : 
•  Inter-regional Forum for exchange of  data; 
•  Promotion & compilation of  high quality data set; 
•  Identification of  common & major threats; 
•  Development of indicators of coastal characteristics at Community level; 
o  Improving procedures for analysis & reporting on data treatment; 
o  Database & report on state of  Community coastal zone. 
Directorate General for Science. Research and Development (DG XII) 
The  IVth  Framework  Programme  on  Research  and  Technological  Development  includes 
substantial elements of interest to the Demonstration Programme on Integrated Management of 
12 Coastal  Zones,  in  particular  iri.· the  Environment and  Climate  and  the  MAST  Programmes.  _ 
These two programmes address' a whole range of scientific issues in order to provide .the basic 
and  applied  knowledge  necessary  to  implement  sustainable. development  policies.  In  this 
context, a number of projects de,aling  specifically with coastal zones management issues are 
coordimited under the ELOISE. umbrella (European Land Ocean Interactions Studies).  They 
.address topics relating to  biological and ecological  processes in and human impacts on coastal 
ecosystems,  as  well  as  the  so<;-.io-economic  development  ih  coastal  zones.  Exchanges  of 
knowledge between ELOISE researchers and the Project Leaders will accompany the second 
half  of  the  Demonstration  Progf.~mme,  in  the  perspectiye  of  the  preparation  of  the 
implementation  of the  Vth ·· RTD  Framework  Programme.  Other  projects  of relevance  to 
coastal  zone  management  ar~ ,de~l)ng with  physical  coastal  oceanographic  proces.s  (such  as 
currents, waves, sedimentation~~d coastal engineering. 
Joint Research Centre- Space Ap~lication Institute. 
'  .  \ 
The overall responsability of  the joint'research centre will be : 
\  ' 
•  To collect inform_ation for the European Environment Agency; 
•  To enhance use of  earth obs~rvation data; 
'.  '' 
•  To foster co-operation of  part'n~rs·iryvolved in ICZM. 
\ 
. The specific proje~ts include : 
.  ' 
•  LACOAST (Land cover changes  in  coastal  zones),  being  undertaken  by  the  Agriculture 
'  -
Information  Systems (AIS)  arid  Centre for  Earth  Observation (CEO)  Units of the  Space 
Applications Institute (SAl) at the joint Research Centre (JRC); it was clearly defined from 
the beginning that it should 'h}ake a strong contribution to the demonstration programme. · 
',  ', 
. This  project  provides  quantitative  estimates  of  land  cover  and/or  land  use  change  .  in 
Community coastal zones, particularly due to human activities. Where changes are observed, 
an iderytification and interpretatio_n of  the factors ·responsible for these changes are undertaken. 
The project concerns the entire, coastal zones of 10 European Member States; the coastal zones 
have been defined as a strip of  l~nd, 10 kilometres wide from the shoreline. 
A quantitative estimation of  ~and use/Lana cover changes that have occurred over a period of 
about  15  years  is  being performed.  It  is  based upon two complete Land  Cover data bases 
(scale  I :100 000, 44 classes), centred on two base-years (1975 and  1990)~ Classifications are 
achieved for  1975  using Landsat/MSS data whilst the  1990 status  is  provided by  the Carine 
~and Cover database (completed  using Landsat/TM and  SPOT data).  Statistics and  maps of 
changes are produced according to countries, communes limits and distance from the shoreline. 
It is  done  in  close cooperatio,n  with the national teams  in  charge of the Corine Land  Cover 
Database.  \\ 
The  results  obtained  using  the  LACOAST  methodology  provide  support  to  the  European 
institutions, concerning environmental status and policy.  In  addition, the  information can be 
used on a regional or local level as an input to land planning. Building on the success of early 
work, the project may be  extend~d to other coastal zones and even other land areas. 
13 ~~  POP  Sicily/Envireg,  being  undertaken  by  the  SAl,  EI  (Environment  Institute)  and· 
ISIS(Insitute of Systems, of Information Systems and Safety) Assessment, monitoring and 
decision  support  system  for  water  resources  in  Sicily.  Environmental  assessment  of 
industrial areas and development of a remote sensing monitoring system. Development of 
GIS for Sicily integrating marine and terrestrial remote sensing parameters. 
•  OCTOPUS,  being  undertaken  by  the  ME  (Marine  Environment)  unit  of the  Space 
Application Institute. Development of  European ocean colour techniques for observation. 
•  DESIMA (DEcision Support for Integrated coastal zone Management), being undertaken by 
the ME and  CEO units of the  SAL  The objective  is  to develop an  information system to 
support integrated decision making in  coastal areas by providing concurrent access to data 
from a variety of  sources including both in-situ and remotely se.nsed data. 
D.  INFORMATION DIFFUSION 
The  broad exchange and diffusion of information is  a fundamental step  in  meeting the 
objectives of  the /CZM Demonstration Programme. 
The meetings of the  national experts and of the project leaders have a direct and  immediate 
result  in  terms  of information  diffusion.  They  allow  the  exchange  of information  and 
experience between countries and regions. 
Project files  have  been  established and  a project data base,  which  includes  contact names, 
addresses, etc. is being maintained. Fiches profiling each project were prepared and edited by 
the project leaders. These profiles form  the basis of an  information brochure which has been 
produced  explaining  the  objectives  of the  demonstration  programme  and  describing  the 
individual  projects.  This  brochure  is  being  diffused  widely.  As  well  as  providing  concrete 
information on the demonstration programme, it includes the coordinates.ofthe project leaders, 
to stimulate continued communication and information exchange outside of the demonstration 
programme per se.  · 
It is  anticipated that a description of the demonstration programme,  based on this  brochure, 
will be  shortly available on an Internet page. This format will allow broad access and rapid 
update of  the contents. 
The innovative character of  the financing of  this initiative, including various Community 
financing  sources,  combined with  the  cofinancing of projects  by  actors  in  the Member 
States. 
The sites visits already initiated by the Commission provide initial impressions of the issues at 
stake in each project.· 
These  observations  are  in  line  with  the  expectations  of the  overall  objectives  of the 
Communication COM(95)511 (see section II.A) 
14 o  The  concrete  technical  informations  c1m  address  a  wide  range  of physical  cultural  and 
socio-economic  conditions  because  of the  wide  diversity  of experiences  and  situations 
presented in the pilot projects. This allows a wide.diversity of approaches to ICZM and the 
fssues covered by the projects. 
o  The  projects  will  stimulate  a  broad  debate  and  exchange  of information  including  the 
private  sector,  as  a  common  language  starts  to  develop  and  mechanisms  are  developed 
between competent professionals to  build a mutual trust between the various actors of the 
projects. Almost all projects strive to bridge administrative and sectorial divisions. 
+ THE DIVERSITY OF EXPERIENCES AND SITUATIONS REPRESENTED IN 
THE  PILOT  PROJECTS  HAS  PROVIDED  SOME  PRELIMINARY 
INDICATIONS OF THE COMPLEX SET OF CONDITIONS AMENABLE TO 
SUCCESSFUL ICZM. 
The  work to  date bears out the assumptions  underlying the Demonstration Programme. The 
diversity  of  the  demonstration  projects  artd  of  the  administrative.  and  organisational 
arrangements they  represent  is  proofof the  need  for  a thorough  review  (by  means of case 
studies) of the  situation on the ground across Europe in order to guide EU policy and s_trategy 
with regard to coastal management. Judging by the response to the project and specialist tender 
calls as well as the scope and proceedings of the meetings so far held with ·individual projects, 
with  the  project  leader  group. and  discussions  with  those  actively  involved  in  coastal 
- management,  t~ere is  ample  evidence of widespread  interest  in  the  integrated approach to 
-management; this  interest confirms the  importance of the objectives 9f the  Programme -- to 
support and  facilitate  the  introduction  of_ widespread  integrated  management of the  coastal. 
areas of Member States. 
The projects selected are representative of the full  range of issues which need to be addressed, 
they are  also  representative of the  range  of technical  and  methodological  approaches  being 
employed throughout the world  in  integrated management. The programme has succeeded in 
attracting  a  sufficient  number  and  spread  of projects  which  are  representative  of the 
· geographical, physical and social conditions which prevail in Member States. The Programme 
has also succeeded in attracting the involvement and interest of a wide spectrum of the expert 
groups  and  specialists  in  this  subject  from  the  academic,  scientific,  professional  and 
institutional communities. 
All of the different levels of administration are represented in  the projects. For example, the 
Syndic-ate  Cote d'Opale, the  Waddensea and  Rade  de  Brest projects each  has  national  and 
regional  agencies  and  departments  prominent  in  their  organization  and  the  Latvian  and 
Lithuanian projects are in fact led by national level agencies. The regional level of authority is 
represc;:nted  in some capacity in most projects, however, as one might expect given the nature 
of the programme, the majority of the projects are being· promoted and led by )ocal agencies 
and interests.-
Voluntary organisations are  also  prominent,  particularly  in  the  UK  projects.  University  and 
other scientific and academic institutions are participating in  many projects, either as  leaders 
· (E.g. Cyclides, Ria d'  Aveiro, Ulster) or in support to public authorities (Yalencia/Gandia). It is 
the  intention in  all of the projects to  involve the general public in  the process as the  ICZM 
plans are developed and all projects- envisage or have already entered in.to  consultation with 
representatives of  the different sectors of activity, business associations and so forth. 
15 The programme has thus been successful to date in involving the range of actors concerned by 
ICZM. The Programme is progressing according to schedule and the debate on ICZM which is 
needed to inform policy has already begun. While it is early to start to draw conclusions, some 
points which will require reflection are illustrated by  reference to the matters arising out of  the 
work to date : 
+ DIVERSITY OF APPROACHES TO ICZM 
Whilst the integrated approach is virtually universal, the way in  which the individual project 
teams organise  to  achieve this end varies from  one project to  another depending upon  the 
characteristics  of  the  administration  and  cultural  factors  in  the  country  in  question. 
Organisational arrangements range from the informal and/or voluntary set up usually involving 
the so called bottom up approach, to highly formal nationally or centrally led operations. This 
suggests that there is no one correct formula for successful ICZM; the correct approach in  a 
given context may  be  very dependent both  on the  problems being faced,  and  on  social  and 
cultural factors. 
+  DIVERSITY OF ISSUES . 
The  projects which  have  been  selected provide examples of the full  and complex range  of 
administrative, legislative, environmental, physical and economic issues which affect coastal 
areas and are representative of  the issues likely to be met anywhere on the coasts of  Europe. 
+  IMPORTANCE OF MOTIVE/MOTIVATION (ENVIRONMENT NOT ONLY 
STIMULUS) TO UNDERTAKE ICZM. 
"'  Another factor which is emerging as being of importance concerns the motivation underlying 
the search for means to improve and integrate management in the coastal area. Environmental 
considerations are, of  course, a central concern in all of  the demonstration projects, but what is 
becoming clear also is that economic and social motives are at least as important in stimulating 
local and other intere_sts  to initiate the  effort  towards integration.  This has a bearing on the 
way in which these groups organise and in their capacity and the way in which they operate. 
~. MJECJHlANISMS FOR INVOJL VING THE JPR.IV ATE SECT({)  JR. 
Several  projects  have  noted  particular difficulty. in  finding  a  mechanism  for  involving  the 
private  sector in  the 'planning  process.  Business associations tend  to  be  p~oduct or activity 
related and are not always representative of  the broader spectrum of industry or commerce in a 
given area.  In  particular, the smaller firms  in  an  area may  not belong to  such organizations. 
Major business interests, on the other hand, may consider their activities confidential or that 
their  interests  might  be  compromised  by  too  much· involvement  in  the  planning  system. 
However, to be successful, ICZM must involve these actors-- appropriate mechanisms must be 
identified. 
+ BUILDING MUTUAL TRUST BlETW.!ElEN ACTORS 
One of the difficulties of integrated planning is  that the various actors concerned frequently 
start out suspicious of the motivations of  the others. This is  true for both different levels of 
administration,  and  between types of actors.  It  is  essential  for  all  of the  actors  to  develop. 
16 sufficient mutual trust to allow them to search for mutually advantageous solutions. Where the 
mistrust is  due to  historical reasons·,  this may be  a slow process, but it must be  undertaken 
before other results· can be  anticipated. Some of the pilot projects have found that a "neutral" 
body,  such  as  ~ university  or research  center,  can  help  facilitate  the  creation of this  trust, 
because they are not seen as "power-brokers".  (When such an approach is used, however, it is 
· essential to ensure that the real agents of power iue indeed involved in  the process so that the 
exercise does not remain purely theoretical.) 
~ NEEDS FOR A COMMON LANGUAGE OF KNTEGRATED MANAGEMENT 
IN COASTAL ZONES 
Many of  the terins and concepts employed in integrated management are interpreted differently 
by  different  actors.  This  results  from  various  causes  :  Linguistic  and  cultural  differences 
between countries lead to different understandings of the same terms· by people from different 
Member  States.  Within  countries,  however,  actors  from  different  sectors  or  disciplinary 
backgrounds  may  use  the  same  words  to  represent  different  concepts.· (This  may,  in  fact, 
contribute to the frequent lack of  trust mentioned above.) 
The  debate  on  ICZM,  which  has  already  begun  amongst  the  project  leaders  and  others 
involved in the Demonstration· programme, is  helping to  'isolate' certain matters of definition 
and  interpretation which  are  of common concern.  Understanding of the  tenns employed  in · 
integrated n1anagement and,  indeed; the  meaning of integration and management in  different 
contexts and under different social, cultural and administrative circumstances is being clarified 
as the practiCal work of the projects proceeds. The need for definition and clarification of the 
concepts was anticipated in the programme design, but is still not completed.  It underlines the 
importance of  employing clear definitions throughout the planning process at all levels. 
~  KEY  ISSUE  IS  THE  MECHANISMS  FOR  JINTERACTllON  BETWEEN 
ADMllNliSTRA  TIVJE/SECTORAL LAYERS 
One assumption underlying the demonstration programme is that  there are inconsistencies in 
administration and in the legislation in almost all States which lead to  gaps in the  cov~rage of 
issue~, to duplication of effort, waste and inefficiency and that this, in turn, is one of the most 
important  reasons  why  the  search  for  sustainability  in  environmental  and  economic 
management has been less than successful to date. The demonstration projects confirm this to 
be the situation with almost all projects striving to bridge administrative and sectoral divides of 
one  form  or another.  In  particular the  dearth  of strategic  cross  sectoral  planning  and  the 
weakness of the  regional  planning  layer are  emerging as  issues.  In  order for  ICZM to be 
successful, mechanisms must  exis~ for· liaison  between local,  regional  and  national planning 
systems; between the public administrative system ~nd private sector management and control 
systems;  and  between  Departments  and  Divisions  within  both  the  public  and  private 
administrative systems and between private and public organizations. 
+ CAPACITYBUILDING 
' 
The projects are generally being led by competent professionals. However, the  resources on 
which these people can  lean  are  very varied: Successful ICZM may depend on ·a  long-term 
. investment  in  appropriate  training  and  development  of  adequate  resources  including  .  .  . 
monitoring systems and  information bases. 
.  17 In  addition  to  the  items  discussed  above,  the  following  elements  are  emerging  as  key  to. 
successful ICZM: 
•  enabling legislation - a basis in law; 
•  facility to control and regulate land use and activity; 
•  system of  forward planning; 
•  system of  property registration; 
•  mechanisms to facilitate the participat.ion of  the general public; 
•  mechanisms for compensation, and c~ntrolled - but compulsory - acquisition of property by 
authority; 
•  activities and processes in the. hinterland. 
It is  anticipated that the work of the Programme over the next year will  help to clarify the 
importance of  these elements and how they might be tackled in a successful Community ICZM 
strategy, as well as probably to identify others. 
lv PRoGRAl\fMEoF W()RKt§9S-l~9~·-J 
A. Monitoring of Demonstration Projects (until early 1999) 
Having completed the description phase, all of the demonstration projects will be moving into 
the  analysis,  planning and  implementation phases.  The  Programme  Management  Unit  will 
continue  to  follow  the  progress  of individual  projects  through  visits  and  bi-lateral 
communication. 
In March, 1998, the next two PLG meetings are scheduled. Instead of holding large meetings  . 
with all  project leaders, these meetings will function as workshops on specific topics (to  be 
identified during the project visits) and only the relevant projects will participate. In June, a 
general PLG meeting is scheduled to bring together the various topics, to exchange information 
arid assess progress to date. (This June meeting will be held in Lisbon to coincide with Expo 
98.) 
lffi.  Jllllematnc AmnUyses (  11D.I!ll11:llH  emil li 998) 
The thematic studies will be conducted over the next year. The experts will start by collecting 
information remotely from the projects, followed by site visits. These visits will be coordinated 
as much as possible to minimize interruptions to the project teams. 
Interim reports will be provided by mid-1998, with the final reports due at the end of  the year. 
18 C.  Scientific research and support (until early 1999) 
The various activities ofDG XII, JRC and the EEA's topic center will continue their operation 
throughout the programme, with their results being presented to the P.LG  and  EXP meetings 
and incorporated into the final recommendations.· 
D.  Evaluation of results (mid 1998 to early :U.999) 
Upon  receipt of the  thematic experts' interim reports,  the Programme Management Unit,  in 
conjunction with the PLG and EXP groups, will commence the process of reviewing the results 
and formulating recommendations for follow-up action at the Community and other levels. 
JE;  Debate and broad discussion of results (Nov. 1998 to end 1999) 
On  the  basis of· the  preliminary  recommendations  drafted  by  the  Programme  Management 
Unit,  a broad consultation will be  launched.  The first forum  for this discussion will be  at a 
major seminar to be held in the context of the INTERREG programme, in Goteborg in October 
or November, 1998. This forum will consist of a. series of panel discussions. The members Of 
the panels will  include prominent players in ICZM including some of the project leaders and 
members of the EXP group: The forum  will allow the general participants the opportunity to 
pose questions and response to  issues raised by the panels. A poster display will provide all of 
the project leaders to present the details of  their individual projects. 
Following this  major  seminar,  smaller events  will  be  organized  at the  regional  level.  The  . 
overall  objective  of these  seminars  will  be  to  arrive  at a  consensus  on  the  results  of the 
demonstration programme and  on  recommendations  for  followup  action  at the  Community 
level and at other administration levels.  · 
The results ·of this consultation process will be presented in a Communication to Council and 
the European Parliament,  in  the  second half of 1999  and  will  contribute to  the Community 
added-value of  this programme. 
The  Demonstration  Programme  for  Integrated  Coastal  Zone  Management  is. on  track.  The 
initiation phase of the  programme has  been  completed; all  of the demonstration projects are 
now  operational  and  being  implemented  based  on  the  common,  agreed  methodology.  Six 
thematic analyses have also been launched to  synthesize experiences from a cross-section of 
the projects. 
The initial observations drawn to date from the monitoring of the projects and the discussions 
in  the  PLG  and  EXP  meetings  indicate  that  the  programme  will  provide  the  information 
necessary  to  derive  practical  conclusions  concerning  qow  to  promote and  facilitate  ICZM. 
These conclusions will be widely diffused as  the basis for a broad deb~te starting in October or 
November of 1998. The final report on the programme and recommendations .for future  a~tion. 
will be prepared by the end of 1999.  ·  · 
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LIST OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THE ICZM DEMONSTRATION 
PROGRAMME 
Projects funded under the LIFE Instrument 
96/DK/012/P  AZ - Integrated Cooperation on Sustainable Tourism Development and 
Recreational Use iit the Wadden Sea Area 
Mr John Frederiksen 
Amternes Vadehavssamarbejde, Ribe & Ssnderjyllands  amter 
AmtsgArden 
6760 Ribe 
Denmark 
Tel. +45.75.42.4200, ext. 7120 
Fax. +45.75.42.47.95 
96/F/386/P  AZ-Amenagement et gestion integres de Ia rade de Brest et de son bassin 
versant 
Dr. Ronan Le Goff 
Service Rade 
Communaute Urbaine de Brest 
24 Rue Co~-ar-Gueven 
BP883 
29279 Brest Cedex 
FRANCE 
Tel. +33.2.98.33.52.63 
FAX: +33.2.98.80.23.42 
96/F/434/P  AZ- Concertation, Coordination, Cote d'Opale (C.0.4) 
Monsieur Fran-rois Delagrange and Monsieur Gilles Cocauempot 
Syndicat Mixte de Ia Cote d'Opale (SMCO) 
C.U.D., Pertuis de Ia Marine  BP 5/530 
59386 Dunkerque Cedex 
FRANCE 
Tel. +33.3.28.62.70.88  and +33.321.97.98.00 
FAX: +33.3.28.62.71.44 and +33.321.34.88.55 
9!6/F][N/0711/l? A7l - IP'Hamnnnng of  coastall all"eas at tllne Gunllf of  lFnnnllamll 
Mr. RolfNystrtlm 
Uusimaa Regional Environment Centre 
20 PO Box36 
00521 Helsinki 
FINLAND 
Tel. +358.9.148.881 
Fax. +358.9.148.88295 or 358.9.148.88325 
96/GR/537/P  AZ - Programme for integrated coastal area management in Cyclades 
(Picamcy) 
Prof. Harry Coccossis 
University of  the Aegean- Dept. of  Environment Studies 
30 Voulgaroktonou Street 
11472 Athinai 
GREECE 
Tel. +30.1.6431075 or +30.1.640.01.94 
Fax. +30.1.64.48.428 or +30.1.643.71.29 
email: hkok@aegean.gr 
96/GR/564iP  AZ - Conce~ted  Actions for the Management of  the Strymonikos Coastal . 
Zone 
Dr. Emmanouil Koutrakis 
National Agricultural Research Foundation (NAGREF) 
Fisheries Research Institute 
Nea Peramos 640 07 
Kavala 
GREECE 
Tel. +30.594.22691-3 
Fax. +30.594.22222 
email:  manos@fri.kav.forthnet.gr 
..  96/GR/580/PAZ-Information, Concertation  .. Conditions pour le developpement 
sou  tenable des cotes 
Dr. Ifigenia Gkeskou 
Magnesia Development Society (ANEM, S.A.) 
Metarnorfoseos i1 
38333 Volos 
GREECE 
Tel. +30.421.33412/33411/23563 
Fax. +30.421.23439 
96/P/601/LBL- Programa de Gestao Integrada para a Ria deAveiro- MARIA 
Prof. Celeste De Oliveira Alves Coelho 
Universidade de A  veiro - Departamento de Ambiente e Ordenamento 
Campus UniversitArio 
3810 Aveiro 
PORTUGAL 
Tel. +351.34.370200. 
FAX: +351.34.29290 
email: coelho@dao.uapt 
21 96/UK/401/P  AZ - Coastal Zone Management: Development of  a strategy for an open 
coast 
Mr. Malcolm Turnbull 
Dorset County Council· 
Environmental Services 
County Hall, Colliton Park 
Dorchester, Dorset DTI 1XJ 
UK 
Tel. +44.1305.224132 or 225117 
FAX: +44.1305.224835 or 224914 
96/UK/404/LBL  - Implementing  alt_ernative  strategies  in  Irish  beach  and  dune 
management.  Community  involvement  in  sustainable  coastal  development.  A 
demonstration project in sustainable beach and dune management. 
Dr. J.A.G Cooper 
University of  Ulster 
Cromore Road, Coleraine 
Co.Londondeny  BT52ISA 
UK 
Tel. +44.1265.324429 
FAX: +44.1265.324911 
96/UK/406/P  AZ - The Forth Estuary Forum: A Demonstration of Effective Integrated 
Coastal Zone Management 
Mr. Mark Jennison 
1 Cockburn-Street 
Edinburgh, EH I  I BJ 
UK 
Tel. +44.131.529.3576 
Fax +44.131.529.7478 
96/UK/425/P  AZ  - Demonstration  Programme  on  Integrated  Management  of Coastal 
Zones 
Mr. Robin Mcinnes 
Isle of  Wight Council 
County Hall 
Newport 
Isle of  Wight  P030 IUD 
UK 
Tel. +44.1983.823770 
FAX: +44.1983.823707 
97/IT/072/PAZ- "RICAMA" 
Mr. Pieriuigi Caputi 
Regione Abruzzi 
Piazza S. Giusta - Palazzo Centi 
67100 L'Aquila 
ITALY 
Tel. +39.862.64.62.66 
22 FAX: +39.862.420.506 
97 /IRL/209/LBL "Bantry Bay" 
fv1r. Brendan Kelleher 
Bantry Bay 
County Council 
County Hall 
Harrigrohan Road 
Cork 
IRELAND 
Tel.: +353.21.27.68.91 
FAX: -+:353.21.345.179 
Projects funded under the TERRA Programme 
C~astlink  (13~: 
· Coastlink - Storstrom 
Ms. Kitty Sommer 
.  ·_.  Storstrem County, Technology and Environment Department 
· 37 Parkvej 
4800 Nykebing F 
DENMARK  . 
Tel. +45.54.82.32.32 
FAX: +45.54.85.56.84 
Coastlink -Down District 
Mr. Paul Kelly 
Down District Council 
7  4 Market Street 
DoWilpatrick; County Down BT30 6SLZ 
UK 
Tel. +44.1396.61.22.33 
Fax. ,+44.1396.612350 
Coastlink -ANAS 
Sr. D. Juan Jose Perez Molins 
Asociaci6n de Municipios ANAS  .  · 
Avda. de Ia Profesionalidad (ed.'Escuela de Empresas) 
21450 Cartaya (Hue1va)] 
SPAIN 
Tel. +34.59.39.03.80 
FAX: +34.59.39:31.00 
Coastlink -Cornwall 
Mr Brian Shipman 
Cornwall County Council Planning Directorate 
23 County Hall 
Truro, Cornwall TR 1 3A Y 
UK 
Tel. ..-44.1872.32.26.08 
FAX: +44. I 872.32.38.34 
email: bshipman@comwaiLgov  .uk 
Coastliak-Devon 
Mr Aidan Winder 
Devon County Council, Environment Dept 
Lucombe House, County Hall 
Topsham Rd. 
Exeter EX2 4QW 
UK 
Tel. -+·44.1392.38.3019 
FAX: +44.1392.38.2135 
Coastliak -Ipiros 
Mr. Yannis Houliaras 
Epirus Region 
Voriou lpirou  20 
45333 loanina 
GREECE 
Tel. +30.651.72.165 
FAX: +30.651.31.224 
Coastliak -Keat 
Mr. Clive Gilbert 
Kart County Council 
Springfield 
Maidstone, Kent MEI4 2LX 
UK 
Td. +44.1622.696.180 
FAX: +44.1622.687.620 
CZM(I5): 
CZM-Aiprve 
Mr Alczrv"e Quelbas 
.hmlaAufouomadc Portos do Sotavento Algarvio 
a.  Co1u1e11eiro Bivar. 68 
IOOOF.o 
PORTUGAL 
Tel +351.61.523275 
FAX: +351.61.523668 
24 Ethnikis Antistasis, 20 
65110 Kavala 
GREECE 
Tel. +30.5 1.29.13.32 
Fax. +30.51.29.13.79 
CZM -West Flanders 
Mr Peter De Wolf 
Ministerie van de Vlaamse Gemeenschap, Administratie Waterwegen en Zeewezen Afdeling Waterwegen Kust 
Vrijhavenstraat 3 
8400 Oostende 
BELGIUM 
Tel. +32.59.55.42.11 
FAX: +32.59.50.70.37 
POSIDONIA (55): 
POSIDONIA -Napoli 
Sigra. CiY'ffiela Cotrone 
Administrazione Provinciale di Napoli 
293 Via dei Tribunali 
I· 80138 Napoli 
ITALY 
Tel. +39.335.21.71.63 
FAX: +39.81.551.25.75 
. POSIDONIA -Palermo 
Sig. Girolamo Aldo Carano 
Assessorato al Territorio 
Uficio del Piano 
.  Viale del Fante -.ex centro 
Starnpa Mondiali 90 
901 00 Palermo 
ITALY 
/  Tel: +39-91-525044 
Fax: +39-91-525077 
POSIDONIA -Taranto 
Arch. Vicenzo de Palma 
Commune di Taranto 
,  74100 Taranto 
ITALY 
Tel: + 39-99-4521805 
Fax:+39-99-4581488 
POSIDONIA -Barcelona 
Sr. Amador Ferrer 
Ajuntainent de Barcelona· Cabinet d'Etudes d'Urbanisme 
Place Lessens, 12 pl. 3a 
E-08023 Barcelona 
25 SPAIN 
Tel: +34-3-291.4211 
Fax: +34-3-291.4216 
POSIDONIA -Athens 
Mrs. Cieto Geradi 
President de !'organisation d'  Athenes pour l'amenagement et Ia protection 
de l'environnement 
2 Panormou Str. 
11523 Athens 
GREECE 
Tel: +  30-1-692.5909 
Fax: + 30-1-646.4365 
Concercost (138): 
Concercost -La Costera-Canal 
Mr Cebria Molinero Lloret 
Ayuntamiento de Gandia 
Passeig Germanies, 1  5 esc  A Entl 
46700 Gandia 
SPAIN 
Tel. +34.6.287.51.09 
FAX: +34.6.287.14.95 
Concercost -La Gironde 
M.  Rene Serrano 
Conseil General de Ia Gironde 
Esplanade Charles de Gaulle 
33074 Bordeaux Cedex 
FRANCE 
tel:  +33-5-56.99.34.23 
·fax:  +33-5-56.99.57.37 
Concercost -Vale do Lima 
Mr. Francisco Rodrigues de Araujo 
Pra~a da Republica 
Ed. Dos Antigos Pa~os do Concelho, l 
4990 Ponte de Lima 
PORTUGAL 
tel: +351-58-743.908 
fax: +351-58-743.541 
Projects funded by PHARE (and the World Bank) 
ICZM Latvia 
Ms. leva Saleniece 
Ministry of  Environment and Regional Development 
26 ·Peldu St., 25 
1494 Riga 
LATVIA 
Tel. +371.7.026431 
Fax. +371.7.820.442 
email: infoeduc@varam.gov  .lv 
ICZM Lithuania 
Mrs. Rutl'l Baskyte 
Ministry of Environmental Protection 
Juozapaviciaus 9 
Vilnius 2600. 
LITHUANIA 
Phone:  +370.272.3432 
Fax:  +370.272.8020 
Project funded by the Norwegian government 
Local Management Plans on the Norwegian Coast 
Mr. Tor Henning Joergensen · 
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Annex III 
Work Planning for 1998 and 1999: 
(note: as the work plan is revised on a 6 month rolling basis, this work plan is only indicative.) 
January: 
Feb- May: 
end February: 
3rd week of  March: 
4th week of  March: 
early May: 
10-11 June: 
11  June: 
end June: 
September - November: 
Completion of  initial visits to project sites 
Second visits to proje~t sites ~ in coordination with 
thematic experts 
Meeting of  thematic experts to review progress (Brussels) 
Workshops A and B of  project leaders' group (Brussels) 
Workshops C and D of project leaders' group (Brussels) 
Meeting of  thematic experts to review progress (Brussels) 
PLG meeting (Lisbon) 
Experts Group meeting (Lisbon) 
Interim reports of  Thematic Experts due 
Consolidations of  conclusions and experience to.date into 
reflection paper._ 
end OctoberConference on ICZM in INTERREG Forum (Goteborg) --
Launching of  Public Debate on Future Activities 
January: 
January -June: 
June- December: 
Final reports of  Thematic Experts due 
Consolidation of  thematic reports into common synthesis 
with preliminary conclusions 
Stimulation and animation of broad debate on ICZM 
Preparation and presentation of final conclusions in the form 
of  a Communication to Council and the E~:~ropean Parliament 
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